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1 About This Document
This document provides an overview of the Intel® System Studio 2017, describes key features, refers to
web-based guides with information how to configure various environments for using the studio, gives
examples how to use the Intel® System Studio tool chain to solve system-level problems, and points to
additional product information, technical support, articles, and whitepapers.

2 Intended Audience
The target audience is the performance-oriented C/C++ embedded/mobile/wearable/IoT developer
who is developing on Linux* and Windows* host environments for the following targets:






Embedded Linux*
Wind River Linux*
Android*
Tizen*
Windows* targets

3 Introducing Intel® System Studio 2017
Intel® System Studio 2017 is a comprehensive and integrated tool suite that provides advanced system
tools and technologies to help accelerate the delivery of the next generation power efficient, high
performance, and reliable embedded and mobile devices.
You can build, optimize, debug, tune, and deploy 32- and 64-bit system and C and C++ application
code on Linux* and Windows* host platforms for running on embedded targets.
Intel® System Studio 2017 provides support for systems ranging from Intel® Atom™ Processor-based
low-power embedded platforms to 3rd and 4th generation Intel® Core™ microarchitecture-based
designs for high throughput data processing and signal processing.
Intel® System Studio components integrate into the following IDEs:





Intel® C++ Compiler, libraries, Intel® VTune™ Amplifier, and debuggers integrate into Eclipse* CDT
Intel® C++ Compiler, libraries, Intel® VTune™ Amplifier, and debuggers integrate into the Wind River*
Workbench
Intel® C++ Compiler integrates into Android* Developer Tools
Intel® C++ Compiler, libraries, Intel® VTune™ Amplifier integrate into Microsoft* Visual Studio* 2010
and later

See Components and Key Features for Intel® System Studio tools features.
Intel® System Studio 2017 is supplied in various versions:
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Intel® System Studio 2017 Composer Edition
Intel® System Studio 2017 Professional Edition
Intel® System Studio 2017 Ultimate Edition

The Editions differ in the components they include, in the host-to-target combinations, and IDEs they
support. This document provides information and use cases irrespective of particular Edition you
installed to show most features and benefits provided by the Intel® System Studio. For information
specific to the Edition you installed, refer to the Getting Started document included in the package.

4 Before You Begin
Before you start using the Intel® System Studio, make sure your OS and IDE environments are correctly
configured. The following table summarizes the host-to-target combinations and IDEs that are
supported by the Intel® System Studio, and gives links to where you can find configuration information.
Host OS

Linux* OS

Target OS

IDE

Configuration Guides

Linux*-based:

Eclipse* 4.4
– 4.6

Using Intel® System Studio with
Eclipse*



Tizen*



CE Linux



Yocto* Project



Wind River* Linux*



Chrome* OS

Using Intel® System Studio with
the Yocto* Project
Wind River*
Workbench

Using Intel® System Studio with
Wind River* Linux* Build
Environment

Android*
NDK

Intel® System Studio – Android*
NDK Integration

Android
Studio*
(preview
product)

Building Native Android* Apps
Using Intel® C++ Compiler in
Android Studio*

Eclipse* 4.4 4.6

Using Intel® System Studio with
Eclipse*

Wind River*
Workbench

Using Intel® System Studio with
Wind River* Linux* Build
Environment

Chrome* OS
Android*

Linux*-based:

Windows*
OS 7.0 - 8.0
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Tizen*



CE Linux*



Wind River* Linux*
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Chrome* OS
Android*

Windows* 7, 8.x

Microsoft*
Visual
Studio* 2010
and later

Using Intel® C++ Compiler for
Android* in the Microsoft* Visual
Studio*

Android*
NDK

Intel® System Studio – Android*
NDK Integration

Android
Studio*
(preview
product)

Building Native Android* Apps
Using Intel® C++ Compiler in
Android Studio*

Microsoft*
Visual
Studio* 2010
and later

Intel® System Studio –
Windows* target Microsoft*
Visual Studio* Integration

5 What’s New in This Release
For new features, see the Release Notes supplied with the package.
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6 Intel® System Studio Workflow
The diagrams below present the Intel® System Studio general workflow for Linux*/Android and
Windows* target platforms.

Linux*/Android targets

Windows* target

7 Components and Key Features
The table below summarizes the key features of the various components of the Intel® System Studio
tool and the benefits they provide at each phase in the development of an application. See the Case
Studies section below for specific examples and use cases.

User's Guide
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Phase

Component
Intel® C++ Compiler
and libraries:

Build &
optimize
your code

Key Feature
High-performance C and
C++ cross compiler; Intel®
Cilk™ Plus threading
runtime

Intel® Integrated
Performance
Primitives (Intel® IPP)

A set of high-performance
software building blocks
for signal, media, and data
processing

Intel® Math Kernel
Library (Intel® MKL)

Leading provider of highperformance math
functions for operations
such as FFTs (1/2/3-d),
linear algebra, and others

Benefit





Intel® Threading
Building Blocks (Intel®
TBB)

C and C++ template library
for creating high
performance, scalable
parallel applications


Intel® System
Debugger

Source level debug of OS
kernel software, drivers,
firmware, BIOS, UEFI
Intel® Processor Trace
Support

Debug and
trace your
code to
isolate and
resolve
defects



OpenOCD support on
Intel® Quark™ targets


Intel-enhanced GDB*

Remote debug with branch
trace and data race
detection
GDB with pre-build
binaries for Yocto Project*
and Wind River* Linux*
targets
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Boost of system
performance for
Intel® architecturebased embedded
designs and
scalability benefits
of multicore and
forward scale to
many-core
Cross platform
development and
integration into
Eclipse* for ease-ofuse
Speedy
development &
performance with
key software
building blocks for
signal, data, and
media processing
GCC* compatibility
In-depth debug
insight into CPU,
SoC and chipset for
fast issue resolution
Trace
instrumentation in
production code for
fast system-wide
issue resolution
Cheap and powerful
system debug tools
for Internet of
Things (IoT) and
Intel® Quark™ SoC
Detailed application
debug and trace for
fast issue resolution
Race detection in
parallel software

Analyze your
code for
power,
performance,
and
correctness



Fast and focused
debug of data races
and sporadic errors

Intel® Debugger for
Heterogeneous
Compute

Source-level debug of
code offloaded to Intel® HD
Graphics that use Intel®
Cilk™ parallel language
extensions



Ability to debug
parts of the code
that gets executed
on an Intel®
integrated GPU
applications
remotely

Intel® Inspector for
Systems

Memory and threading
analysis for improved code
quality



Increased
productivity and
code quality, low
cost, detection of
memory, threading,
and security defects
before they happen

Intel® VTune™
Amplifier for Systems

In-depth software analysis
and tuning



Fast in-depth
analysis of SoC
behavior
Elimination of
guesswork, time
saving, easy
optimization for
power efficiency and
better performance
optimization
opportunities
In-depth analysis on
resource limited
targets

SoC wide analysis
Power and performance
profiling



Sampling in VMM
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Intel® Energy Profiler

Power optimization
efficiency

Graphics Performance
Analyzers (for
Windows* and Ubuntu*
hosts)

Graphics Performance
Optimization

and



In-depth SoC-wide
visibility of events
and analysis of CPU
and GPU activities



Real-time systemlevel performance
analysis with CPU
and GPU metrics
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8 Case Studies
Intel® System Studio presents a wide variety of tools from signal processing to application processing to
obtain excellent computing performance, short development cycle, and product simplification.
The case studies demonstrate how to use the Intel® System Studio tool chain to solve some specific
problems. For more information about the case studies, please, visit https://software.intel.com/enus/articles/intel-system-studio-case-studies.

8.1 Using Intel® System Studio for Transportation
This example shows how to use Intel® System Studio for In-Vehicle-Infotainment (IVI) application
development.

8.1.1 Challenge
As the number of car users is increasing around the world, the demand for more sophisticated and
advanced in-vehicle-infotainment is also increasing. Automotive developers are facing a big challenge
in terms of hardware and software capability to satisfy these needs.
The picture below shows the various layers in IVI software stack:

Let us see how the Intel® System Studio can contribute to these various segments.
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8.1.2 Solution
Intel® System Studio offers solutions in terms of both hardware and software development tools.

Intel® hardware comprises Intel® Atom™ E3800 processor series with various
advanced features:




Improved visual processing capabilities
Outstanding integration of I/O interfaces (Camera interface, PCI Express* Gen 2.0, Hi-speed USB 2.0
and USB 3.0)
Security enhancements (Intel® Advanced Encryption Standard – New Instructions, secure boot)

Using Intel® System Studio for Hardware layer support
Intel® System Studio includes Intel® System Debugger that can be used for system software debug for
Intel® Atom™ processor-based Intelligent Systems:








EFI/UEFI Firmware Debug (Windows* host)
NAND/NOR Flashing
OS awareness (Kernel Thread Views, Kernel Module Debug)
ELF Dwarf/PDB symbol info support
Hardware/Platform register access
Memory Layout and Page Table views
Hardware trace capability support

An Intel-based IVI platform runs many operating systems like Linux*, real-time
operating systems like QNX*, Windows* CE, VxWorks*, and Embedded Linux*. Most of the operating
systems can run on an Intel® architecture platform unchanged offering a wide choice of features to the
car OEM. This layer also includes drivers that are specific to automotive I/O.
Using Intel® System Studio for OS layer support
Device drivers are hard to debug because they are often timing-sensitive. Adding instrumentation to
driver code can change its behavior. Intel® System Studio provides an OS- and driver-aware kernel
module to be loaded on the target device for instrumentation-free debugging. In process of device
driver loading, this kernel module exports the memory location of the driver’s initialization and
destruction methods to the host via the JTAG interface. The symbol information can be loaded for the
device driver and debug its execution flow without modifying or instrumenting its code.

This layer is crucial in bridging the gap between the Hardware and the
Application layer. The middleware layer would make the development easy with a vast set of API’s and
interfaces.

User's Guide
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Using Intel® System Studio for middleware layer support
When developing an Application, a customer may need to create an Inter-Process communication (IPC)
among several other modules/Applications. Intel® System Studio has Intel® VTune Amplifier for
Systems - a profiler for finding hotspot issues like huge CPU usage by any of such IPC modules. Intel®
VTune Amplifier for Systems can also be used to map the caller-callee relations when the customer has
generated the C/C++ code, which is interacting with the stub or a skeleton generated by an IDL code
generator.
This layer is useful for the IVI application developers.
Using Intel® System Studio for Application layer support
Intel System Studio has various tools ranging from Development, Debugging and Profiling stages.
Development stage. At this stage, you can access to the Intel® C++ Compiler to build the application
sources written in C/C++ languages. Intel® C++ Compiler does some of the architectural level
optimizations. There are also many other techniques, like Vectorization, to improve performance.
Debugging stage. At this stage, use the Intel® System Studio debugging tools such as Enhanced GDB
debugger, Intel® System Debugger, Intel® Inspector for Systems, or Pointer Checker to explore and fix
issues in the application.
Profiling stage. At this stage, use Intel® VTune Amplifier for Systems to determine efficiency of the
application in utilizing the underlying system resources.
The Human Machine Interface (HMI) is the central user interface of the IVI
system. HMI controls the display of the HMI Head Unit and processes all user inputs, such as speech
and touch screen input. The end user uses HMI to interact with the whole system and a set of
applications.
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Using Intel® System Studio for HMI layer support
Use Intel® VTune Amplifier to identify CPU time to process touch and speech events and understand
the causes of high CPU usage. This saves lots of debugging effort and time.

8.1.3 Conclusion
Intel® System Studio can be used at various stages of IVI development from system to application with
better Time-To-Market and reliability. It can span across all the layers of IVI software stack from
Hardware layer to HMI layer. Using the Intel® System Studio toolset helps
 Accelerate Time-To-Market
 Strengthen system reliability
 Boost power efficiency and performance
Visit https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-system-studio-case-studies for more case studies.

8.2 Using Intel® System Studio for Print and Imaging
8.2.1 Challenge
Moving from other silicon architectures to Intel® architecture and more specifically the Intel® Atom™
Processor E38xx and related processors can seem like a challenge, but it actually also represents an
opportunity. It is possible to move a lot of imaging work from an ASIC into the Intel® Atom™ Processor
and its image signal processor (ISP), thus streamlining and accelerating processing while reducing ASIC
BOM costs.
This case study is an example how the use of the Intel® Systems Studio components – the Intel® VTune™
Amplifier for Systems, the Intel® C++ Compiler and the Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives - can
assist in porting print imaging designs from other architectures to Intel® architecture and how especially
the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems can be used to identify all the opportunities for software
optimization during such a migration project.
The figure below illustrates traditional image processing versus image processing moved into the Intel®
Atom™ Processor E38xx:

User's Guide
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The performance benefit of this approach comes from leveraging the strengths of functional
parallelism as well as data parallelism on Intel® architecture-based System-on-Chip (SoC) designs.
The high performance of this approach results from the use of multiple processor and tools resources.

8.2.2 Solution
Using the Intel® C++ Compiler and the Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives along with parallel
programming language extensions available with Intel® System Studio permits to efficiently use
processor cache streamlining the data pipeline and executing code efficiently using multiple
synchronized threads taking advantage of all processor cores (up to 4 on Intel® Atom™ Processor E38xx)
simultaneously.
The key to achieving optimum platform performance for image processing on an Intel® Atom™
Processor-based multifunction printer platform beyond this lies in exploiting parallelism efficiently
through optimization of cache usage, and task offload to the image signal processor (ISP).
The goal is to optimize cache usage and demand on DDR RAM, while distributing the workload evenly
over all processor cores and leveraging the built-in accelerator of the image signal processor via
offload.
Using Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems permits continuously identify problem areas limiting
performance:


inefficient memory usage and excessive cache flushing



performance hotspots



concurrency and thread synchronization issues

Key design decisions have been made based on feedback from Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems
collected analysis data.
14

8.2.3 Conclusion
Intel® System Studio actively assists in optimizing the print-imaging pipeline on the Intel® Atom™ E38xx
series SoC and taking advantage of the on-chip image signal processor (ISP).
The use of Intel® C++ Compiler, Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems and Intel® Integrated Performance
Primitives allows execution streamlining, prioritization, and improved threading for image processing on
multi-function printer devices.
Read SystemStudio-and-MFDv2pdf to learn details of this use case. Visit https://software.intel.com/enus/articles/intel-system-studio-case-studies for more case studies.

8.3 Boosting Long Term Evolution Application (LTE)
Performance Using Intel® System Studio
To increase the speed and efficiency of telecommunication networks, the Long Term Evolution (LTE)
wireless communication standard applies sophisticated algorithms and demands high performance
computation to process signal data. These algorithms include Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), multipleinput and multiple-output (MIMO), channel estimation, and turbo decoding. These operations need to
complete within a limited time slot and their implementations need to be well optimized to utilize the
full hardware computing capabilities.
The following diagram shows the typical functionality partition of the Evolved Node B(eNodeB) side in a
LTE network. Among all these functional modules, the L1 (physical layer) part has many real-time
computation-intensive modules such as DFT, IDFT, FFT, and MIMO

User's Guide
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8.3.1 Challenge
The LTE application developers focus their efforts on the following tasks:




Delivering high performance code for time-critical tasks in LTE wireless communication applications
Implementing sophisticated algorithms to increase telecommunication network efficiency by
leveraging x86 processor power
Building stable and efficient code that will be scalable in future architecture

8.3.2 Solution
The following Intel® System Studio tools considerably improve performance of the reference code.
Using the Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives (Intel® IPP), the optimized building block
libraries
Delivering the efficient multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) code is an important part of the
application. This algorithm spreads the same total transmit power over the antennas to achieve an array
gain, to enable reliable operation, low energy consumption, and high data rates within the limited
bandwidth.
Intel® IPP provides ready-to-use and efficient functions for the MIMO algorithm. The Intel® IPP MIMO
functions are simple interfaces that take a receiver signal as the input and return an estimated transmit
signal minimizing a mean square error. By calling such functions, you do not need to implement low16

level code tuning to acquire the high efficient code.

Multiple-input and multiple-output implementation
Intel® IPP also provides a diverse range of other signal processing functions including Discrete Fourier
Transform, single filtering, convolution, and sampling. These functions provide easy and efficient ways
to process the signal data for the embedded applications. You only need to focus on the
implementation of the high level functionality, while Intel® IPP provides the low level high optimized
building blocks for high performing code.
Using the Intel® C++ Compiler – a leading compiler for code vectorizaton
High performance wireless communication code needs to utilize Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
functions to process data in parallel. The Intel® C++ Compiler offers a rich set of machine-independent
and machine-specific optimizations to maximize performance. The Intel® C++ Compiler generates the
vectorised code automatically and supports programming for intrinsics, which enables you to write your
own implementation with SIMD instructions directly.
Using the Intel® C++ Compiler to compile the Intel wireless eNodeB signal processing reference design
code provides a substantial performance increase due to autovectorization. For example, the major data
type in the reference design code is 16-bit fixed point. With the Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 2
(Intel® AVX2) instructions, each operation can handle 16 data values instead of 1 data value for scalar,
as shown below.

User's Guide
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Using the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier 2015 for Systems for system performance and power analysis
The Intel® VTune™ Amplifier 2015 for Systems identifies and locates performance bottlenecks in the
embedded applications code. It enables you to analyze in-depth CPU, GPU and System-on-Chip (SOC)
activities and events. To understand how power is consumed in the application, the Intel® Energy
Profiler can identify wake-up causes, timers triggered by the application, and interrupts. Intel® VTune™
Amplifier shows problems with the related source code, so it is easy to quickly understand the
performance problem of the application.

8.3.3 Conclusion
The Intel® System Studio tool suite provides valuable tools to implement embedded solutions that are
reliable, high performance, and power efficient. The Intel® System Studio provides a simple approach
for software teams to deliver high performance LTE reference code with enhanced productivity.
For more information on case studies, read Case Study/Success Stories/How-to Guides on the web.
Visit https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-system-studio-case-studies for more case studies.

8.4 Using Intel® System Studio in a Virtual Machine
(VM) Environment
8.4.1 Challenge
Developing, optimizing and debugging workloads intended to run in a virtual machine environment.

8.4.2 Solution
Intel® System Studio components can be used for software development, analysis, and debug targeting
workloads running inside virtualized guest OS. In many ways developing for a virtualized environment is
only an extension of the concept of cross-development. Below are the main principles of using ISS
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components within a Virtual Machine or for code development intended to run inside a Virtual Machine.
For complete information, read the article Using Intel® System Studio in a Virtual Machine Environment.

8.4.2.1 Using Intel® C++ Compiler in VM
Because the compiler is largely independent of architecture details beyond the available instruction set
and assumptions about cache and register set availability at run-time, it is not seriously influenced by
virtualization.
The items above are part of the core abstraction feature set of any virtual machine and thus the
environment the compiler sees is not significantly different from the real hardware.
Working with the Intel® C++ Compiler targeting a guest OS is identical to using it for cross-development:
the development machine being the development host and the guest OS inside the VM wrapper being
the development target.
If you decide to use dynamic linking for your application or workload, use redistributable compiler
runtime libraries available in the Intel® System Studio target package:


Windows* host:
C:\Program Files
(x86)\IntelSWTools\system_studio_201x.y.zzz\Targets\system_studio_targe
t.tgz.



Linux* Host:
/opt/intel/system_studio_201x.y.zzz/targets/system_studio_target.tgz

For target deployment of a codebase into a guest OS, only a valid ssh connection (or adb connection in
the case of Android*) with TCP-IP address forwarding into the virtual machine in question is needed.
This is a standard feature for most virtual machines.
The only additional step is to ensure TCP/IP communication forwarding from inside the virtual machine
and making the ip address of the virtual machine along with the port used for debug communication
visible to the network as a whole.
Details on how to do this setup can be found on Wikibooks*
(http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/QEMU/Networking)
Below is an outline of how to set up IP forwarding from your development host into a guest OS for
QEMU* and KVM* based environments.
1.

Install QEMU*, the KQEMU* accelerator and bridge-utils
$ su $ yum install qemu bridge-utils

2. Create the image for the guest OS
For best performance, install your guest OS to an image file. To create one, type:

User's Guide
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$ qemu-img create filename size[ M | G ]
where filename is the name of your image, and size is the size of your image with the suffix 'M'
(MB) or 'G' (GB) right after the number, no spaces.
$ qemu-img create Linux.img 10G
3. Configure network for your guest OS
Put the following contents into /etc/qemu-ifup:
#!/bin/sh
#
# script to bring up the device in QEMU in bridged mode
#
# This script bridges eth0 and tap0. First take eth0 down, then bring
it up with IP 0.0.0.0
#
/sbin/ifdown eth0
/sbin/ifconfig eth0 0.0.0.0 up
#
# Bring up tap0 with IP 0.0.0.0, create bridge br0 and add interfaces
eth0 and tap0
#
/sbin/ifconfig tap0 0.0.0.0 promisc up
/usr/sbin/brctl addbr br0
/usr/sbin/brctl addif br0 eth0
/usr/sbin/brctl addif br0 tap0
#
# As we have only a single bridge and loops are not possible, turn
spanning tree protocol off
#
/usr/sbin/brctl stp br0 off
#
# Bring up the bridge with IP 192.168.1.2 and add the default route
#
/sbin/ifconfig br0 192.168.1.2 up
/sbin/route add default gw 192.168.1.1
#stop firewalls
/sbin/service firestarter stop
/sbin/service iptables stop
The bold values can be changed. Change the IPs to show your setup. The first bold is a
comment, the second bolded value is the IP assigned to your computer, and the third is your
gateway.
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Now, put this into /etc/qemu-ifdown:
#!/bin/sh
#
# Script to bring down and delete bridge br0 when QEMU exits
#
# Bring down eth0 and br0
#
/sbin/ifdown eth0
/sbin/ifdown br0
/sbin/ifconfig br0 down
#
# Delete the bridge
#
/usr/sbin/brctl delbr br0
#
# bring up eth0 in "normal" mode
#
/sbin/ifup eth0
#start firewalls again
/sbin/service firestarter start
/sbin/service iptables start
Make the scripts executable so QEMU can use them:
$ su $ chmod +x /etc/qemu-if*
$ exit

8.4.2.2 Using Performance Libraries in VM
The statements made in the previous chapter about the Intel® C++ Compiler not being sensitive to the
virtualization environment are exactly true for
 Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives
 Intel® Math Kernel Library
 Intel® Threading Building Blocks
When using dynamic linking for these libraries, be aware of any redistributable runtime libraries you
need. Consult the respective library user guides for details.

8.4.2.3 Using Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems in VM
Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems supports three classes of sampling methods.
1. Dynamic binary instrumentation-based data collection for hotspot analysis, locks & waits
analysis.
User's Guide
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2. Support for FTrace and Perf-based sampling data
3. Event-based sampling and sampling with callstacks data collection
Event-based sampling is generally not supported with virtual environments.

.

Dynamic binary instrumentation-based data collection
The Intel® VTune™ Amplifier basic hotspot analysis without architectural event support, lock&wait
analysis, and concurrency analysis work inside a virtual machine exactly the same way as they would
outside of a virtual environment.
Use either ./amplxe-cl or ./amplxe-gui inside of a virtual machine for the sampling methods listed
above without any problems.
However, ssh (or adb in the case of Android) based remote sampling will not work, as it relies on the use
of the performance monitoring unit (PMU) on the target platform. The PMU is however generally not
fully virtualized.
Refer to the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems User Guide for additional information on binary
instrumentation-based hotspot, lock&wait, and concurrency analysis.

Event-based sampling
The general approach of exposing architectural performance events inside a QEMU-based virtual
machine is to map these events to equivalent perf events.
This however poses two problems for event-based sampling using the SEP Sampling Collector, VTune™
Amplifier for Systems or the ssh/adb-based remote sampling collection.
First, the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems tries to access the PMU directly and expects responses
that are not covered by the Perf mapping.
Second, there are many events that can be sampled and are selected by standard features like General
Exploration that are not covered by this kind of high-level PMU virtualization as implemented with
QEMU.
If you have full control of your virtual machine and can implement your own PMU virtualization and
event export routines, you may want to consult the Performance Monitoring Unit Sharing Guide at for
more details on the supported architectural events.

Using FTrace or Perf with Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems
Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems has a new feature to put events on the timeline. It allows users of
VTune Amplifier to draw correlations between code running on the CPU (and other data collected by
VTune Amplifier), and events spawned by Linux* and Android* OS frameworks.
Data collected by native Linux* performance sampling methods like FTrace and Perf that do not depend
on direct PMU access can be read into the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems following the
instructions in the External Data Import chapter of the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier User Guide.
All that is then required is to have FTrace enabled in the Linux* or Android* OS build of your virtualized
guest OS.
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8.4.2.4 Using Intel-enhanced GNU* GDB to debug applications running inside a
virtual machine
All Intel-enhanced GDB features except for BTS (Branch Trace Storage)-based process-specific
instruction trace, are available when debugging an application running inside a virtual machine.
For cross-development, GDB comes with a remote debug agent gdbserver. This debug agent can be
installed on the debug target to launch a debuggee and attach to it remotely from the development
host.
This can be useful in situations where the program needs to be run on a target host that is different
from the host used for development, particularly when the target has a limited amount of resources
(either CPU and/or memory).
To do so, start your program using gdbserver on the target machine. gdbserver then automatically
suspends the execution of your program at its entry point, waiting for a debugger to connect to it. The
following commands start an application and tell gdbserver to wait for a connection with the debugger
on localhost port 2000.
$ gdbserver localhost:2000 program
Process program created; pid = 5685
Listening on port 2000
Once gdbserver has started listening, we can tell the debugger to establish a connection with this
gdbserver, and then start the same debugging session as if the program was being debugged on the
same host, directly under the control of GDB.
$ gdb program
(gdb) target remote targethost:4444
Remote debugging using targethost:4444
0x00007f29936d0af0 in ?? () from /lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.
(gdb) b foo.adb:3
Breakpoint 1 at 0x401f0c: file foo.adb, line 3.
(gdb) continue
Continuing.
Breakpoint 1, foo () at foo.adb:4
4
end foo;
It is also possible to use gdbserver to attach to an already running program, in which case the execution
of that program is simply suspended until the connection between the debugger and gdbserver is
established. To tell gdbserver to wait for GDB to attempt a debug connection to the running process
with process ID 5685, use the following syntax:
$ gdbserver localhost:2000 --attach 5685
Using GDB for remotely debugging an application running inside a virtual machine follows the same
principle as remote debug using the gdbserver debug agent.
The only additional step is to ensure TCP/IP communication forwarding from inside the virtual machine
and making the ip address of the virtual machine along with the port used for debug communication
visible to the network as a whole.
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Details on how to do this setup can be found on Wikibooks*
(http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/QEMU/Networking)
The basic steps are here plus:
4. Install the guest OS
Type the following to start the installation:
$ su
$ /sbin/modprobe tun
$ qemu -boot d -hda image.img -localtime -net nic -net tap -m 192 -usb
-soundhw sb16 -cdrom /dev/hdc;/etc/qemu-ifdown
where image.img is the name you gave to your image earlier. It is assumed that /dev/cdrom is
your CD drive. If it is not, then change it to the correct device. After the install is complete,
proceed to step 5.
5. Create the QEMU start script and from there on you can run your guest OS. Create this file called qemustart - in the same directory as your image:
#!/bin/sh
su -c "/sbin/modprobe tun;qemu -boot c -hda image.img -localtime -net
nic -net tap -m 192 -usb -soundhw sb16;/etc/qemu-ifdown"
Where image.img was the name given to the image earlier
Last step - make the startup script executable:
$ chmod +x /path/to/qemustart

8.4.2.5 Intel® Inspector for Systems
Intel® Inspector for Systems dynamically instruments the application to be analyzed and does not
interact directly with any underlying hardware features. It is therefore possible to simply use
./inspxe-cl or ./inspxe-gui natively launched on the guest OS.
Note that the Intel® Inspector for Systems does not support real-time scheduler patches with Linux*.

8.4.3 Conclusion
Intel® System Studio components can be used for software development, analysis, and debug targeting
workloads running inside virtualized guest OS. In many ways developing for a virtualized environment is
only an extension of the concept of cross-development.
Compilers and libraries can be used either in cross-build fashion or as a native compiler installed as
part of your guest OS providing that a GNU toolchain that the Intel® C++ Compiler can integrate with is
present.
The Intel-enhanced GDB* application debugger can be used to debug locally inside a virtual machine or
remotely using TCP-IP forwarding into the guest OS with a gdbserver debug agent running locally.
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The use of the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems poses the most complex challenge with some
features available with virtualization and some having limitations or not being available.
Two general limitations currently apply to using Intel® System Studio in a virtual environment:



It does not actively support analysis and debug of workloads that are distributed across multiple
guest OS.



It does not support JTAG assisted debug of a guest OS running inside a virtual machine.

For detailed information on using Intel® System Studio in the Virtual Machine environment, read the
article Using Intel® System Studio in a Virtual Machine Environment.
Visit https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-system-studio-case-studies for more case studies.

9 Related Information
For a list of available articles, whitepapers and related resources, use the following online resources:





Intel® Developer Zone
Intel® System Studio: Samples and Tutorials
Intel® Learning Lab
Intel® Software Documentation Library

Read the following documentation supplied with the Intel® System Studio:





Getting Started Guide with links to the Intel® System Studio components documentation
This User’s Guide
Release Notes and Installation Guide with the installation instructions and last minute changes.
Documentation supplied with the Intel® System Studio components.

10 Getting Help and Support
For general information on support for Intel software products, visit the Intel web site at
http://www.intel.com/software/products/
At this site, you will find comprehensive product information, including:



Links to each product, where you will find technical information such as white papers, support,
articles, and user forums
Links to news and events

To find technical support information, to register your product, or to contact Intel, visit:
http://www.intel.com/software/products/support/
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